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The aim of the paper i s the comparison of characteristicti of electrodeless UHF-discharge (UHFD) i n a long tube and of DCdischarge (ED). UfPD is excited a t the frequency of 3.2 G h z in a tube of 20 mm diameter and length exceeding wavelength i n the waveguide. The tube i s placed a t the axis of standard rectangular waveguide / I / . URF power increasing up t o 100-120 W, the discharge length also increases up t o f i l l i n g the whole tube. DCD i s obtained i n tubes of the same size. Both kinds of discharge are investigated i n Xenon a t pressures of 0.05-2.0 Tors. The characteristics differences could be due either t o different kinds of energy supply t o consequent parts o f discharge or t o pecularities of charge kinetics i n plasma, The electron energy gain of UHF and of DC f i e l d s may be different /2/ a t $2<Cd2 , so as the maximal discrepancy must take place i n gases with strong dependence of electron-atom collision fre-
function f e determines energy s t a t e of E D and UHFD plasma electrons. Unfortunately, it i s impossible t o get voltcurrent characteristics (VCC) (and,consequently f,) i n wide energy range because of small probes surf ace. Theref ore electron ener,.y s t a t e i s obtained separately within two energy ranges (of course such a separation i s conditional and i s based on measurement methods specifics i n the experiment). an& at affe2-t pmrsuThere is no marked difference of intensires. The i n t e n s i t y f o r 6w0 pair@ of lines t y l i n e s r a t i o s a t psessure 2.0 Torr. -E D ; X -UHFD.
Therefore the f a s t electrons average ezer a i n UEIFD exceeds that of i n DCD a t low gas pressure, but they are practically the same a t pressure 2.0 Zlorr. The average energy of bulk mass of electrons proportional t o Te i n UKFD is l e s s then DCD a t pressures 0,05,0.2 Torr but they diff e r scarcely at pressure 2.0 Torr (Fig 3 ) .
These r e s u l t s confirm suggestion of the authors /2/ trying t o explain observed difference of electrons of energies i n UHFD and i n E D by different conditions of energy gain of electrons i n these diecharges when 9 ' 4 d2and when 3'>d2. It perm i t s t o consider the application of long UHFD f o r spectroscopic and plasma chemis t r y devices as having future.
